NISSAN

X-TRAIL
PLUS

APPROVED ACCESSORIES

A lasting impression in every way.

WE MAKE PROMISES.
WE KEEP PROMISES.
INTRODUCING NISSAN ASSURED, IT’S MORE THAN A PROMISE.
AS PART OF THE NISSAN FAMILY YOU’RE GUARANTEED
OUR COMMITMENT TO CUSTOMER CARE. A LASTING BOND
BETWEEN YOU, YOUR VEHICLE AND THE NISSAN BRAND.
THAT’S OUR PROMISE.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

We promise to make your Nissan experience
one to cherish, from your delivery day and
everyday after, our commitment is to deliver
a service experience you can trust – and
believe in.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

We keep you on the road 24/7. Should
anything unexpected happen we guarantee
you 24-hour roadside assistance, no matter
the age of your Nissan, because it’s still a
Nissan. Just call 0800 NISSAN (46 77 26)
anywhere, anytime. Terms and Conditions do apply.

LICENCE RENEWAL REMINDER
We’ll remind you in advance so you can keep
your licence disk up to date.

3 YEAR OR 90 000KM
SERVICE PLAN

For the first 3 years or 90 000km of driving
your car, whichever comes first, you can rest
easy knowing that our promise to you is a
kept one. We’ll make sure your car is running
smoothly and always on the road.

6 YEAR OR 150 000KM
WARRANTY

As long as your car is under our warranty,
we'll always have you covered if anything
goes wrong. You don’t need to stress for
the first 6 years or 150 000km, whichever
comes first.

SERVICE AND REPAIRS
FREE VEHICLE HEALTH CHECK

We'll give your car a free health check on
every major and minor service prior to any
work being carried out, so you know exactly
what needs to be done, and how much it
will cost.

COMPETITIVELY PRICED PARTS
We deliver the highest care for your Nissan
by fitting only Nissan Genuine Parts. The
expertise of our Nissan trained teams will
also guarantee best value-for-money by
finding the most competitively priced part
for your local dealer.

COURTESY CAR
We will arrange a courtesy car for all warranty
repairs should the components required not
be available within 48 hours.

Call 0800 NISSAN (64 77 26)
or visit www.nissan.co.za for more information.
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ACCESSORIES FOR EVERY OCCASION
From the city streets to the great outdoors, your Nissan X-TRAIL is ready to take on any adventure,
thanks to its versatile range of Nissan Approved Accessories. Whether it’s towing the campervan,
checking your tyre pressure or connecting your favourite music playlist, the versatile range of
Nissan Approved Accessories ensures all your road trip needs are covered.

BONNET PROTECTOR
(SMOKED)
Tinted X-TRAIL branded
Bonnet Protector
complements the
appearance of your
Nissan and protects the
leading edge of your
bonnet from stone chips
and other road debris.

HEADLAMP
PROTECTORS
Protect your vehicle’s
headlamps from stones
and other road debris
with these Headlamp
Protectors.

RUBBER FLOOR MATS
(FRONT & REAR)
X-TRAIL branded Rubber
Floor Mats designed
with a raised outer
perimeter to contain
any dirt, grass and
gravel whilst protecting
the cabin floor.
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WEATHERSHIELDS
(SLIMLINE, FRONT & REAR)
X-TRAIL branded
Weathershields that
protect the cabin
against the elements
when windows are
partially open. A slim
finish that is perfectly
tailored to your vehicle.

MADE FOR FAMILY ADVENTURE
Nissan Approved Accessories are designed to make your family adventures bigger and
more enjoyable, enabling you to take all the essential gear for an unforgettable getaway.

TOW BAR
Maximise your
versatility with a quality
tow bar that has been
engineered and tested
to ensure a maximum
breaking capacity of
1 500kg and vertical
load on ball of 75kg.

THULE CAR RACK
SYSTEMS - WINGBAR
Low-profile, complete
rack system with
exceptional aerodynamic
performance and
integrated design with
maximum carrying
capacity of 75kg.
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PRACTICAL AND
FAMILY-PROOF
Nissan Approved Accessories provide convenient and secure storage for
your precious cargo and ensure your X-TRAIL remains protected from
the hard-to-avoid spillages and scuff marks that often come with funfilled family road trips.

CARGO BARRIER / DOG GUARD
Cargo Barrier protects vehicle occupants
from any loose items during sudden braking.
Maximum load mass of 60kg.

BOOT STORAGE BAG (SIX COMPARTMENT)
Boot Storage Bag provides a handy storage
solution for your boot area for items such as
groceries and sports gear.

REAR PROTECTION CARPET MAT
Designed to protect your vehicle’s cargo floor
area from dirt, excessive wear and stains. The
carpet sets are standard fit on the X-TRAIL.
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BE DISTINCTIVE:
STAND OUT IN STYLE

NISSAN APPROVED ACCESSORIES

MODEL GRADE APPLICATION

EXTERIOR STYLING

VISIA

ACENTA

TEKNA

Body side moldings (unpainted)

KE7604C52P

X

X

X

Rear bumper upper protector (carbon effect)

H59104CE0A

X

X

X

Front over rider + front styling plate (package)

KE5406F04A

X

X

X

Side styling plate

KE7606F06A

X

X

X

Rear styling plate (Adapted for vehicles with towbar and w/o parking sensor)

KE5476F04C

INTERIOR UTILITY

X

X

X

VISIA

ACENTA

TEKNA

Trunk entry guards (aluminium)

KE9674C520

X

X

X

Cargo Barrier / Dog guard

KE9643B53A

X

X

X

H4920GEN06AU

X

X

X

G69504BA0A

X

X

X

VISIA

ACENTA

TEKNA

X

X

Boot storage bag (6 compartments)
Side sill protective guards - illuminated
EXTERIOR UTILITY
Thule Wingbar Bar for vehicle with OE roof railings

775869

Thule Wingbar Bar for vehicle without OE roof railings

N3133753960

Bosal tow bar - gooseneck and flange (LED illumination)

B0SP32RDTG17

PROTECTION
Headlamp protectors (clear)
Bonnet protector (smoke)
Weathershields (smoke)

Wheel locks with two adaptor keys

Seat covers Carbon Black
Rubber floor mats - Front & 2nd rear set

X

X

ACENTA

TEKNA

EGR156550E

X

X

X

X

X

X

EGR150090E

X

X

X

VISIA

ACENTA

TEKNA

LNG12A42

X

X

X

SECFITXTR14

X

X

X

PROTECTION
Seat covers Grey

X
VISIA

EGR148540EDS

SAFETY & SECURITY

Window film

X

VISIA

ACENTA

TEKNA

TAKXTSCG

X

X

X

TAKXTSCB

X

X

X

KE7584B089

X

X

X

QUALITY GUARANTEED OUR PROMISE
FRONT & REAR STYLING PLATES
Show your sense of polish and enhance the
look of your X-TRAIL with the addition of a
front and rear silver styling plate that will
match your roof rails.

Nissan Approved Accessories are backed by Nissan’s Warranty terms and conditions when purchased through your Nissan Dealer. Warranty periods vary across
the range, for more warranty information contact your Nissan dealer.
By choosing Nissan Approved Accessories for your Nissan X-TRAIL you’re ensuring the road ahead is safe, reliable and stylish. A lasting impression in every way.

LEGAL NOTICE
Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this brochure is correct at the time of going to print (November 2017). This brochure has been produced featuring prototype or accessorised vehicles exhibited
at motor shows and, in accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan South Africa reserves the right to change the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this
brochure at any time. Nissan Dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan Dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Due to the limitations of
the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure
without the written permission from Nissan is forbidden. Quoted fuel consumption and emission values have been established using the prescribed method of measurement (United Nations Economic Commission
for Europe “ECE” Regulation R101 in the current version) as required under current legislation. This data does not pertain to the specific vehicle and does not comprise part of the offer, but is supplied for the purpose
of comparison between the various types of vehicles, in accordance with 1999/94/EC. Driving behaviour/conditions and other non-technical factors contribute towards a vehicle’s fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
over and above the determined fuel efficiency of a vehicle.

Contact your local Nissan Dealer to find out about these and other Nissan approved accessories.

www.nissan.co.za

Phone us toll free on: 0800 NISSAN (647 726)
Follow Nissan on:
/NissanSouthAfrica
@Nissanza
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